
Polar Light Heat Sink

LED made Custom, Compact and Cool!

Your market is in constant movement, 
dynamics change rapidly, customers 
get more demanding and you need to 
adapt continuously to offer adequate 
solutions for specific requirements.
Your customers seek to maximize light 
from increasingly more compact 
fixtures and devices and you want to 
get the best from LED technology for 
your customers.
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Polar Light LED Modules:
- Integrated Heat Sink | Seriously smaller
- Direct contact | Superior Heat Conductivity
- Fewer Components | Less Material | Less Assembly

Your benefits:
- More light from fewer LEDs and smaller space 
- More flexibility in design and application
- Better heat dissipation means longer life
- Lower Cost and less risk of failure



LED made Custom, Compact and Cool!

BQ Polar Light technology enables 

you to place high power, high 

brightness LED modules in slim 

design fixtures or very compact 

spaces in industrial, medical or other 

specialist applications.

Our “Polar Light” LED Light Engines 
have superior heat conductivity, based 
on a very stable ceramic dielectric 
and highly efficient direct contact 
between LED and heat sink. 
The LEDs can be driven at higher 
currents and the size of  the Heat Sink 
can be significantly reduced.
Fewer components means less materi-
al and less assembly. Your advantage 
is in lower cost and smaller risk of  
failure. Smaller Heat Sinks also give 
you much more freedom of  design.

Polar Light Heat Sink

Superior Heat Conductivity

BQ Polar Light, with thermal via and ceramic 

coating at 1000 mA; 20 - 30 °C Cooler!!

BQ Ceramics is your 

partner in prototyping 

and manufacturing of 

high power LED engines.  

BQ Ceramics’ 25 years 

expertise and innovative 

technology shorten your 

time to market

     Direct contact heat slug   

300  W/mK
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